2020-01-22 Conference Call
Attendees:
Brian Postlethwaite (Telstra Health)
Cooper Thompson (Epic)
Irma Jongeneel (HL7 Netherlands)
Reinhard Egelkraut (HL7 Austria)
Sonja Ziegler (Optum)
Julie Maas (EMR Direct)

Key Upcoming Dates:
2020-02: HL7 WGM Sydney!
2020-05 HL7 WGM San Antonio
2020-06 FHIR DevDays Conference

Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check agenda and attendance for Sydney Meeting
Continue drafting the Merge operation definition - walking through the Questions and Answers section
Encounter breakdown review - attachment on this page Encounter, Condition, Procedure, Diagnosis ... (if time permits)
Action Items

Minutes:
Request from Lisa Nelson to request a quarter to discuss in person tracker issues in Sydney
Sonja requests to discuss tracker FHIR 25427 - request to add address to PractitionerRole to handle administrative addresses (not locational) that are
dedicated specifically for that individual, and are not shared among others. This is very similar to the structure Organization.contact.
This is common with high profile practitioners who have specific addresses (P.O. Box) and contact details for things like Speaking Engagement requests,
billing, credentialing requests, ...
The address on the Location was the original intention for PractitionerRoles, however it isn't intended to handle po boxes.
The address on Organization is close, however where is only used for a single person, appears to be excessive.
Unclear if this is a core, standard extension or US core extension.
FHIR-17304 - Encounter needs a outcome element

RESOLVED - NO CHANGE

Also updated

Patient $Merge/Link:
Continue discussing the Merge Operation documented here: Merge Operation
Specifically the v2 merge functionality mapping/comparison (started by Irma Jongeneeland Alex de Leon - Thanks!) Cooper Thompson can you take a look
at it ahead of the call?

Future Calls:
Waiting on someone from the Davinci Alerts Project to present the current status of the implementation guide (1/2 call) - Is this going to Ballot?
FHIR Trackers
https://jira.hl7.org/issues/?jql=%22Work%20Group%22%20%3D%20%22Patient%20Administration%20%5Bpa%5D%22%20and%20status%20%3D%20%
22Triaged%22&startIndex=50
Specific filter: "Work Group" = "Patient Administration [pa]" and status = "Triaged"

